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Take the Lead 

 

 

Intro: Peace. We gotta Take the Lead right now. There IS a brothahood. And people 

have value for being people. We appreciate the links through music. And it ain’t funny 

messin’ around with somebody’s life. Respect. Cool it assholes…Peace. 

 

 

Verse 1:  We ARE alive and should be aloud gratitude so just chill 

  Give us space to have our morning, damn that’s buggin’ still 

  Just tryin’ ta relax and motivate past the bill 

  Ain’t wonderin’ just livin’ along (fart sound) and that’s real 

 

  Some say no, because they like the B conflict 

  We gotta take the lead, the future needs help with 

  A new path for real, hope not nonsense 

  We can do it, blaze a trail, yup, all fixed 

 

  Lights in tha storm, we can shine through with that one 

  It’s a breeze, lets show some heart like the sun 

  Bring us together. Lets heal and have fun 

  So we can move onto otha stuff, like feeding a ton 

 

  Lets make a hit song, Karaoke jobs for the rest of us 

  The gal can sing tha hook and tha guys can rap n stuff 

  Easy ta do, solves tha conflict, trust 

  Cash to tha non-profit, if not now, we must 

 

 

 

Chorus:        Take the lead, spoken word or raps, feel free  

  It’s o.k. to express, be blessed, just be (4 times) 

 

Verse 2: Doubters would rather hang money over our head 

  They saying supply is the answer, lets all be instead 

  Power to tha consumer, yup, we already said 

  So one love world people, many need to be lead 

 

  With all the mess and with the elections, we’re losing too many votes 

  Lets tie it up for one, and haters, please take notes 

  Peaceful all respect due for change, get credit for tryin’ anything 

  Wash it clean, so prosperity floats 
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A song hasn’t happened yet because of noise and confusion 

  Also, been getting’ things together, so, now we be cruisin’ 

GOSSIPERS lighten up, man, why are you snoozin’ 

Can’t sleep on it, because life we have ta be choosin’ 

 

I write these things because connection is reality 

Allow people to be and grow and… 

(say fast not in rhythm like chant)..Lord God please help us with our light 

healing holy spirit grace power vizualizations to use prayer in healing the mind 

body soul, so we can think more on positive healthy things, and move closer to 

the joy and peaceful time that your anointment of ease brings to us.  

   

   

   

Chorus:        Take the lead, spoken word or raps, feel free  

  It’s o.k. to express, be blessed, just be (4 times) 

   

 

 

 

Outro:  Whether it’s a spiritual word, or just love, love for your brothas n 

sistahs…that’s moving closer to GOD, and God moves closer to you. 

 Blessings. Peace. 

 

 

 

(side note…not from the song…a special prayer to anyone dealing with life 

challenges…we send you prayers of healing, joy and peace. God is in our 

molecules…even Ghandi said so, MLK and everybody else too. So we 

choose to respect that…take care. Peace)  


